Abstract-Optical microscopy is becoming an important technique in drug discovery and life science research. The approaches used to analyze optical microscopy images are generally classified into two categories: automatic and manual approaches. However, the existing automatic systems are rather limited in dealing with large volume of time-lapse microscopy images because of the complexity of cell behaviors and morphological variance. On the other hand, manual approaches are very time-consuming. In this paper, we propose an effective automated, quantitative analysis system that can be used to segment, track, and quantize cell cycle behaviors of a large population of cells nuclei effectively and efficiently. We use adaptive thresholding and watershed algorithm for cell nuclei segmentation followed by a fragment merging method that combines two scoring models based on trend and no trend features. Using the context information of time-lapse data, the phases of cell nuclei are identified accurately via a Markov model. Experimental results show that the proposed system is effective for nuclei segmentation and phase identification.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T IME-LAPSE fluorescence microscopy, as an important technique for studying the dynamic cell cycle behaviors of a large population of cells, is attracting more and more attention [1] , [2] . Its significance surges mainly because of its potential in achieving new and high-throughput way to conduct drug discovery and quantitative cellular studies [3] . However, it is difficult to process and analyze large volumes of images generated by time-lapse microscopy because the increasing quantity and complexity of imaged data from dynamic microscopy renders the manual analysis unreasonably time-consuming. In addition, to the best of our knowledge, currently there is no effective automated system that can meet this requirement in real tasks. Thus, the lack of an automated system that can segment, track, and classify large volumes of cellular image data automatically is becoming the bottleneck of studying the cell cycle process in a systematic, quantitative, and large-scale manner. Our goal is to develop an automated analysis system to segment, track, and quantize the cell cycle behaviors of a population of cells. Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed system. The system consists of four major components: image preprocessing, nuclei segmentation, nuclei tracking, and cell phase identification. Although a lot of previous work has focused on some subproblems such as segmentation and cell phase identification [2] , [4] , [5] , it is difficult to consider the problems from a systematic view due to error propagation. On the other hand, from a systematic view, there is additional information available for improving the performance of the whole system.
Four steps are involved in the image preprocessing component: image enhancement [6] , adaptive thresholding [7] , morphological filtering [8] , and distance transformation [9] . In the segmentation, we merge the oversegmented nuclei via a hybrid merging algorithm after the watershed segmentation [10] . In the hybrid merging method, the selected features are classified into two classes: features with trend and features with no trend. Then, the two classes of features are used separately to compute two scores of fragments. The two scores are combined together to guide the final merging decision. We do tracking using the nearest neighbor matching method. Cell phase identification is a traditional classification problem in the area of data mining. Many classifiers have been tried in previous work. Their work shows that K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) can achieve very good performance for all cell phase identification [2] . Nevertheless, in our experiments, the accuracy was only about 50% for prophase cell nuclei by using K-NN. Herein, we propose to improve the classification performance using the context information. A continuous Markov model [11] , [12] is used for phase identification to achieve higher accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the image preprocessing, nuclei segmentation, and tracking. The statistical Gaussian mixture Markov model is proposed for the context-based cell phase identification in Section III. We show the experimental results in Section IV, and the conclusion remarks are presented in Section V.
II. NUCLEI SEGMENTATION AND TRACKING PROCEDURE

A. Image Preprocessing
Digital images usually require preprocessing to remove noise, undesirable features, and correct illumination artifacts. The preprocessing consists of four steps: contrast enhancement, adaptive threshold, morphological filtering, and distance transformation. To enhance the intensity contrast, the top hat and bottom hat filters (radius = 15 pixels) are adopted [6] . It is well known that a global threshold cannot generate good binary image results because of the variation of the background and the existence of dark nuclei, so the adaptive threshold method proposed in [13] is employed. We compute the threshold of each pixel as follows:
where w and h are the width and height of the local window. In this study, we choose the local window with width w = 30 pixels and height h = 30 pixels. We set the size of the local window empirically such that the size of the window is larger than the size of the largest cell. The small fragments of noises can be eliminated by the morphological opening operation (radius = 5 pixels), and the holes on the nuclei can be filled by using the morphological closing operation (radius =5 pixels) [8] . Finally, the distance transformation [9] is applied on the binary image.
B. Segmentation and Fragments Merging
Nucleus segmentation is an essential part in the proposed system because the segmentation results directly affect the accuracy of the following tracking and phase identification. Though the adaptive threshold can segment all the cell nuclei from background effectively, it cannot separate the touching nuclei. To solve this problem, we apply watershed algorithm on the distance image to separate the cell clusters [10] . However, the watershed segmentation algorithm generally results in oversegmentation, as seen in Fig. 2(b) . To reduce the oversegmentation, we propose a hybrid fragments merging approach that combines the compactness score and probability distribution function (PDF) score. In the following, we present the details of the hybrid fragments merging method.
1) PDF Merging and Compactness Merging:
To reduce the oversegmentation, a feature-based merging technique is employed. Similar to previous work in objects merging [2] , [14] , we transformed all the fragments (segmented cell nuclei) into an eight-dimension feature vector space: maximum intensity, minimum intensity, standard derivation of intensity, average intensity, length of major axis, length of minor axis, perimeter, and compactness (perimeter 2 /4π × area). We select these eight features using the a.k.a. discriminant analysis.
Generally, the feature-based merging techniques can be classified into two classes: one is rule-based method such as size-based merging algorithm [15] , [16] and the other is statistical-based approach, i.e., PDF merging algorithm [14] . The-rule based merging methods use one feature (rule), e.g., size, integrated intensity, as a score of each fragment to evaluate the probability of the fragment being a well-segmented cell nucleus. For example, the experiment in [15] assumed that the larger the fragment, the higher the probability of being a wellsegmented cell. The authors in [16] assumed that the fragment has high probability of being a well-segmented nucleus if its integrated pixel intensity is high.
Compared with the rule-based merging method, PDF merging combines multiple features together to generate a measure score, and the probabilities of fragments belonging to wellsegmented nuclei are computed based on the training dataset in the selected feature space. Two fragments are merged if the integrated fragment gives a higher probability. Usually, the PDF score (S pi ) of fragment x i could be calculated using Gaussian distribution. The probability of the fragment being a well-segmented cell becomes higher as the score becomes larger. For the PDF merging method, one limitation is that its performance closely depends on the training data. Except the difficulty of automatic collection of training data, it is not always true that a real cell should be close to the training data in some specific features. As an example, thinking a measure R = (perimeter of convex hull)/perimeter, it is obvious that we should assume that if a fragment i is a well-segmented cell nucleus, R should be close to 1. However, the R feature of training data are always larger than 1. Then, mistakes are introduced by PDF merging algorithm. For instance, suppose the mean value of the training data in feature R is 1.2, the value of R of two fragments are 1.05 and 1.15, respectively: which one has a larger probability of being a well-segmented cell nucleus? If we must choose one to merge, the traditional PDF merging will choose the first one and intuitively we should choose the second one to merge, because the R feature of 1.05 is close to 1.
Motivated by the aforementioned fact, we classify the eight selected features into two classes. One class consists of seven features with no trend: maximum intensity, minimum intensity, average intensity, standard derivation of intensity, length of major axis, length of minor axis, and perimeter. We call them features with no trend because we do not know the probability of a fragment being a well-segmented cell nuclei from the values of these features. We use the PDF merging method on these features with no trend. The principal component analysis (PCA) is used to reduce the seven-dimension feature space into two-dimension space. The selection of training data can be automatically conducted by finding all the cell nuclei that have no adjacent neighbors for the PDF merging method. On the other hand, we call the compactness as the feature with trend. The merging decision can be made directly based on the following rule: one fragment is more like being a well-segmented nucleus if its compactness value (S Ri ) is smaller because the fragment with more round shape has smaller compactness value. The merging rule is that we merge fragments i and j ifS Rij <S Ri andS Rij <S Rj , whereS Rij is the compactness score of a fragment that consists of fragment i and fragment j. We call this as compactness merging.
2) Hybrid Merging Algorithm: In the following, we propose to integrate two measure scores together to direct the final merging decision. We name it hybrid merging. We first transformS Ri into [0, [1] as S Ri =S Ri /(S Ri +S Rj +S Rij ). In addition,S P i is normalized to [0, [1] as S P i =S P i /(S P i +S P j +S P ij ), and then, the combined merging score of fragment i, j and the merged fragment i and j could be computed as
where w 1 and w 2 are the weights of compactness score and PDF score that satisfy w 1 + w 2 = 1, w 1 > 0, and w 2 > 0, and S ij denotes the combined score of a new fragment that consists of fragment i and fragment j. We merge cell i and cell j if and only if S ij > S i and S ij > S j . In other words, if the merged fragment looks more like being a well-segmented cell nucleus than the two fragments, we merge them; otherwise, we will not merge them. Fig. 2 (c) provides a representative merging result. To estimate the two weights, we first collected two testing datasets: one set consists of fragments that are oversegmented and should be merged, and the other set consists of fragments that are well segmented and should not be merged. Then, we chose the values of w 1 and w 2 that best separate the two testing datasets from 100 discrete possible pairs:{(0.01, 0.99), (0.02, 0.98), . . . , (0.99, 0.01)}. The chosen values of w 1 and w 2 are 0.87 and 0.13.
3) Nuclei Tracking:
Cell nuclei tracking is an essential part for quantitative study of cell cycle behaviors, including cell migration, phase progress, division, and death. In this study, we employ an NN-based tracking method proposed in [2] . First, we define a distance-and size-based matching similarity measure, and then, we generate the distance matrix Dis = {dis ij } to store all the distances between nuclei in frame t and their possible counterparts in frame t + 1, i.e., dis ij (t) is the distance between x i (t) and x j (t + 1). After that we do the cell matching as follows: to cell x i (t), we scan the adjacent matrix to find all possible candidates being its successive cells and the candidates at frame t + 1 are added one by one according to their distance to the nucleus at time t. A nucleus with the smallest distance is added first and the largest one last. Each time when a nucleus is added, the sum size is compared with the size of x i (t). If the sum size is more than 10% larger than the size of x i (t), we stop and discard the new added one. We choose 10% as the threshold since the area of x i (t) cannot increase more than 10% in the next frame in accordance with our experience in this study. Some over-and undersegmentation can also be corrected by using context information. For details, refer to [2] . In this study, we can detect four cell phases: interphase, prophase, metaphase, and anaphase, as seen in Fig. 3 . In mitosis, the cells experience the prophase, metaphase, and anaphase. At the end of metaphase, one nucleus is divided into two parts. In the tracking, we can only detect the cell migration, division, and the death points. However, the cell phase information cannot be obtained in the tracking step and the segmentation errors may influence the tracking results. To better quantify the cell cycle activities, we further identify the cell phases using the Markov model.
III. CELL PHASE IDENTIFICATION BY MARKOV MODEL
The performance of statistical-method-based cell phase identification approaches closely depends on the selected features and the design of classifiers. Additionally, there are some cases where the pure feature-based approaches do not work. For example, it is difficult to identify the phases of the overlapped cell nuclei because the features extracted from these overlapped ones are highly noised by each other. To improve the cell identification accuracy, we utilize both the features and the context information in Markov model [11] .
A. Markov Model
In this study, we employ Markov model to identify the cell phases based on the context information. The model is the "leftright" model shown in Fig. 4 . The transition from phase 1 (interphase) to phase 3 (metaphase) in Fig. 4 could happen sometimes because the dwelling time of phase 2 (prophase) could be very short and sampling period could be longer than that. The occurrence of the first phase in the sequence is characterized by the initial probability of the sequence, and the occurrence of the other phase, which was given by the occurrence of its previous phase, is characterized by the transition probability. Given a set of training cell sequences, the initial and the transition probabilities are calculated. In addition, we model the distribution of each phase by R Gaussian mixtures. We optimize these Gaussian mixtures by expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [12] .
Mathematically, suppose a set of N training sequences (χ 1 , χ 2 , . . . , χ N ) is given and the phases of all the cell nuclei in these sequences are known. Each sequence is a cell nucleus in T l different frames χ l = (X }. The sample space of these variables is S. For simplification, here we assume that the state of an object at time t depends only on its state at time t−1. So we can get the conditional probabilities Pr(θ
We develop a model to represent the phase sequences found in a given set of cells. To the lth training sequence, define the following parameters:
. . , T , Π is called the initial probability, and A is called the transition probability matrix. They must satisfy the constrains
To the training sequence set, we initialize Π and A by
where n i and n ij are the number of occurrences of θ l 1 = s i and θ l t = s j when θ l t−1 = s i in the sequence set. To our Markov model, we model each phase using R Gaussian mixtures ϕ(X, µ kr , Σ kr ), k = 1, 2, . . . , M, r = 1, 2, . . . , R, where µ kr and Σ kr are the means and covariance matrices of Gaussian mixtures. In this study, we set M = 4 and R = 2. In addition, we have a group of coefficients c kr to weight the Gaussian mixtures of each state. The Gaussian mixtures of each phase can be initialized by fuzzy c-means [17] , and eventually, µ kr and Σ kr are initialized based on the results of fuzzy c-means. As a conclusion, our proposed continuous Markov model can be described by a group of parameters Λ = {Π, A, µ kr , Σ kr , c kr , k = 1, 2, 3, 4; r = 1, 2}. (4) After initialization, all the parameters are optimized by EM algorithm iteratively. The detailed equations are given in [12] .
1) Cell Phase Classification: According to Gaussian mixture model [12] , the probability of a cell X t belonging to phase s m , i.e., θ t = s m , should depend only on X t and X t−1 . Thus, the probabilities we need for the categorization of cells could be denoted as p(θ t = s m |X t , X t−1 ). Based on the Bayesian formula, we can rewrite them as where m = 1, . . . , M and p(X t , X t−1 |θ t = s j , θ t−1 = s i ) means that given θ t = s j and θ t−1 = s i , the probability of Gaussian mixtures ϕ(X, µ j r , Σ j r ) and ϕ(X, µ ir , Σ ir ) can generate vectors X t and X t−1 . Finally, we classify cell X t to phase s m * , i.e., θ t = s m * if and only if
Although the Markov model tries to model the context information of the nuclei sequences, it does not mean that the classification results perfectly follow biological phenomena because of noisy data. From the biological point of view, the anaphase cell nuclei in a sequence cannot last more than three frames (the imaging time interval is 15 min in this study). In addition, no cell nucleus can jump from interphase or prophase to anaphase directly. We apply this rule after the classifier to improve the classification performance. We call it Markov model with rule in this paper. In this study, we also use the biological rules described in [2] : 1) cell cycle progress forward rule: cell cycle progress can only go forward and 2) cell phase timing rule: the time period that a cell stays in a phase cannot change dramatically. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The cells used in this paper are HeLa cell line. We acquired cellular images per 15 min with a time-lapse fluorescence microscopy. Each image is of 672 × 512 pixels. Our experiments were conducted on the data over a period of two days. In other words, each cellular image sequence consists of 192 frames. We implemented the software named DCellIQ on both Matlab platform and windows-based C++ platform, respectively. For an image with approximately 300 nuclei, the segmentation time by DCellIQ was about 1.6 s on a Pentium IV 2.4-GHz computer. Note that less than 1 s was required to track a trace. An exception is that nuclei that left or disappeared in the field of view during the whole sequence were ignored.
A. Results of Segmentation
To test the segmentation algorithm, 20 images were chosen from the 192 images involved. The frames used are frame 1, frame 20, frame 40, frame 60, frame 80, frame 100, frame 120, frame 140, frame 160, frame 180, and others are chosen randomly by computer. This generates a test set consisting of 5596 nuclei. To show the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm, four approaches are tested: 1) watershed, simple watershed algorithm without fragments merging; 2) PDF, watershed algorithm with all feature used PDF merging; 3) hybrid, watershed algorithm with the hybrid merging algorithm proposed in this paper; 4) hybrid + context, the hybrid merging with context-based correction proposed in [2] . We selected the training set for PDF merging by the approach introduced in Section II-B1. Table I shows the detailed segmentation results. The ground truth is given by manual analysis done as follows: we run the algorithm and then a biologist verified whether or not they were segmented correctly. It can be seen that without fragment merging, the watershed algorithm can only correctly segment 90.35% of the nuclei. The popularly used PDF merging can correctly segment 95.10% of the cell nuclei. On the other hand, our proposed hybrid merging algorithm can correctly segment 97.41% of the nuclei. In addition, the accuracy could be improved to 98.12% after the context-based correction.
B. Results of Cell Phase Identification
We selected 50 full-length cell tracks as training data and all these 192 × 50 = 9600 cell nuclei were labeled manually. Among the 9600 cell nuclei, 9154 of them were in interphase, 58 of them were in prophase, 267 of them were in metaphase, and 121 of them were in anaphase. We assumed that cell nuclei in the same sequence should have similar intensities; thus, we normalized the features of cell nuclei trace by trace before we classified them using Markov model. Fig. 5 shows the 2-D visualization of all the 9600 training cell nuclei in the reduced feature space using PCA. It is obvious that no linear classifier worked well based on these kinds of data. We selected 150 sequences from three datasets (50 sequences per dataset) as the test data to test the performance of continuous Gaussian mixture Markov model for phase identification. Two approaches were used as baseline algorithms: one was maximum likelihood (ML) classifier and the other was K-NN (K = 5, 7) classifier. Table II shows the results of our proposed approach, ML classifier, and K-NN, respectively.
Any approach can get high classification accuracy on interphase. However, without the context information, both ML classifier and K-NN cannot classify prophase cell nuclei correctly. The performance of K-NN with k = 5 is even worse than random classification. Our proposed Markov model classifier can improve the performance to 78.45%, which is much higher than the baselines. Using Markov model with the rule proposed at the end of Section III-B, we can get the best performance among all the algorithms involved in this paper for all classes.
V. CONCLUSION
Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy is becoming more and more important for the study of dynamic cellular processes over a large population of cells. It has significant application and commercial potential. However, to the best of our knowledge, no existing system available can segment, track, and identify a large volume of dynamic cellular image data automatically and effectively. In this paper, an automated system for dynamic cellular image analysis was proposed. We used watershed algorithm for cell nuclei segmentation, and then, a compactness score was combined with PDF score for fragments merging. By the proposed approach, 98.43% segmentation accuracy was achieved. Based on the context information of time-lapse data, the cell nuclei can be classified into different phases accurately via a well-designed Markov model. Good performance has been showed by the context-based cell phase identification.
